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Whilst every attempt is made to ensure these manuals are accurate and current, Dedicated Micros reserve the right to alter or 
modify the specification of the machine described herein without prejudice.
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Introduction

What is …

SD Range ?
A comprehensive, digital recording solution, the SD Range allows customers to improve the 
functionality of their CCTV solution without increasing their budget.Offering either JPEG or  
MPEG-4 recording at scalable quality settings in PAL or NTSC format, the SD Range provides the 
user with both high quality video images and minimum storage consumption.

Available with either 8, 12, 16 or 32* camera inputs and offering telemetry control, the SD range has 
built in Alarm functionality and onboard Activity detection software. The MultiMode recording feature recording feature 
enables different recording rates, resolutions and compression formats to be set across scheduled, 
normal, and alarm modes for each individual camera. 

Its size and design enables it to be an ideal desktop solution, a perfect replacement for an existing 
VCR/Mux installation, or an outstanding first-time CCTV solution.

The user interface has a colour coded ‘Softkey’ interface and the configuration menus are common 
to both the local monitor and web interface, making for easy set-up and operation. 

The SD Range includes both an integrated CD-R Writer and USB ports for video archiving. The unit 
also offers integrated text support, allowing users to connect with cash registers in retail applications 
to monitor Point Of Sale (POS) locations.  Capturing and associating video with the relevant text 
information allows the user to search video footage by time, event, and text data to provide evidence 
of fraud or to aid identification of regular offenders. 

Among the many other features included as standard on the SD Range are; multiway display, picture 
in picture viewing, remote monitoring using NetVu ObserVer, which uses DM’s unique TransCoding 
capabillities to provide fluent live and replay images, plus Dedicated Micros’ trademark plug and play 
set-up with a user-friendly interface to keep installation and operator training to a minimum.

With telemetry control of up to 32 cameras, including coax telemetry, control of dome cameras, 
audio recording and activity detection. The SD Range is the ideal product for single site and small to 
medium sized businesses wishing to deploy a fully functional digital recording solution. 

* 4 camera input model available after future development.

For further information, please visit the website:

www.dedicatedmicros.com 

or contact customer services in your region.
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Features
•� 8, 12, 16 or 32 camera input options � 8, 12, 16 or 32 camera input options �4 camera input model available after future 

development)
• Field serviceable hard drives
•� Telemetry support �Coax �� Serial� Telemetry support �Coax �� Serial�
• �ll ���� functions fully supported by �eyboard���� ��emote Control �ll ���� functions fully supported by �eyboard���� ��emote Control
• Scalable recording settings of either ��pps ��pps or ���pps Scalable recording settings of either ��pps ��pps or ���pps  
•� MultiMode ��ecording - �ynamically-switchable resolution, record-rate & compression 

(MPEG4�JPEG) per camera
• Single, Picture in Picture and Multiway displays Single, Picture in Picture and Multiway displays
• �ive and playback viewing locally and over Ethernet �ive and playback viewing locally and over Ethernet
•� Built in activity detection Built in activity detection 
• JPEG or MPEG-4 recording and transmission JPEG or MPEG-4 recording and transmission
• �uilt in C�-�� writer and US� ports for download of video archive to e�ternal ��ash �uilt in C�-�� writer and US� ports for download of video archive to e�ternal ��ash 

memory
• �eb pages provide easy remote configuration �eb pages provide easy remote configuration
•� Alarm Inputs �� Outputs Alarm Inputs �� Outputs
• Easy to use on-screen, colour coded soft keys Easy to use on-screen, colour coded soft keys
•� BS8418 compliant BS8418 compliant
•� Text support and text search features ideal for retail installations Text support and text search features ideal for retail installations
• �ptional e�ternal keyboard available �ptional e�ternal keyboard available
• Configuration via US� mouse and US� ��E����� keyboard. Configuration via US� mouse and US� ��E����� keyboard.

Design of the manual
The manual has three parts:

�. �nstallation Shows details of how to install the unit and connect e�ternal devices.
2. Configuration Shows details of the units menus. 
3. �peration  Shows quick reference details on how to control the unit.

�he order and layout of these pages has been designed to help the setup process. �t is 
recommended that the menus are edited sequentially (as they appear on the page), to enable 
accurate, easy and efficient setup.
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Important Safeguards
Read Instructions
�ll the safety and operating instructions should be read before the unit is operated.

Power Sources
�his unit should be operated only from the type of power source indicated on the manufacturer’s 
label.

Servicing
Do not attempt to service this unit yourself as opening or removing covers may expose you to 
dangerous voltage or other hazards.  
��efer all servicing to qualified service personnel.

Ventilation
Ensure unit is properly ventilated to protect from overheating. 
�ll the safety and operating instructions should be read before the unit is operated.

�o prevent fire or shock hazard, do not e�pose this equipment to rain or moisture. �he lightning ��ash 
with arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user of this equipment 
that there are dangerous voltages within the enclosure which may be of sufficient magnitude to 
constitute a risk of electric shock.

�his is a class � product. �n a domestic environment this product may cause radio interference in 
which case the user may be required to take adequate measures.

Lightning Strike
�he unit has some inbuilt protection for lightning strike, however it is recommended that isolation 
transformers be fitted to the system in areas where lightning is a common occurrence.

Regulatory Notes and FCC and DOC Information
�USA and Canadian Models Only�

�arning: �his equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class � digital 
device, pursuant to part �� of the FCC rules. �hese limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial 
environment. �his equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to 
radio communications. �peration of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful 
interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at their own e�pense. 

�f necessary, the user should consult the dealer or an e�perienced radio�television technician for 
corrective action. �he user may find the following booklet prepared by the Federal Communications 
Commission helpful: “How to �dentify and ��esolve ��adio-�� �nterference Problems”. 

�his booklet is available from the US Government Printing �ffice, �ashington, �C2�4�2,  
Stock No. ��4-���-��34�-4.
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provides guidelines for proper grounding and, in particular, specifies that the cable ground shall be 
connected to the grounding system of the building, as close to the point of cable entry as practical.

CE Mark

�f this product is marked with the CE symbol it indicates compliance with all applicable directives. 

�irective 89�336�EEC. 

� ‘�eclaration of Conformity’ is held at �edicated Micros �td., 

�2�� �aresbury Park, �aresbury, Cheshire, ��4 4HS, U�.

Laser

�he unit supports an integrated C� writer, the following are additional warnings associated with 
installing and operating the C� writer, please pay particular attention to this information.

•  Caution - Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those 
specified herein may result in hazardous radiation e�posure.

•�  To prevent exposure to laser emanations �harmful to the eyes�, do not attempt to 
disassemble this unit.
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Installing the Unit
Before you start

Check the contents of the box
The following items are included in the box:

��emove all items from the packaging and check the items listed below are present.
•� SD DVR �either 8, 12, 16 or 32 input�
•� IR Remote Control �x 2�
•� IR Remote Control Extender
• Power �eads 
• S� ��ange Software C�
�f any of these items are missing please contact �edicated Micros �echnical Support team.

Note:	 Before installing the SD DVR, carefully read all Safety Instructions and the following 
information on where the unit should be located.

Choosing a location for installation
• �he S� is designed to be desk, shelf or rack mounted. ��ack mounting brackets are 

available as an optional accessory.
• Ensure the S� unit is properly ventilated to protect from overheating.
• Ensure there is a 3cm gap on both sides of the unit.
•� Ensure the IR receiver on the front of the unit faces the operator position, and is not 

more than 10 feet �3 metres) from the operator. �n ��� ��emote Control E�tender is also 
available.

• Ensure the unit is not located anywhere it could be subject to mechanical shocks.
• �he unit should be located in an area with low humidity and a minimum of dust. �void 

places like damp basements or loft spaces.
• �f the unit is to be installed in a closed assembly, the ma�imum operating temperature 

must not e�ceed 4�°C (��4°F).
• Ensure there is reliable earthing of the mains outlet when fitted to supply connections 

(other than direct connection to the branch circuit).
• �ny branch circuit supplying the unit must be rated at ���mps.
• �t is recommended that an uninteruptable power source be connected to the unit in 

case of power failure (to ensure continuous operation of the unit)..

Electrical Connections
Please ensure the following are available and have been tested prior to the installation:

•� Mains point
• Network point 
• Network cable
• �ctive video signals i.e. at least one working camera feed
• PC with C� ���M drive and connection to the same network as the S� unit 

(��ecommended). 
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SD units provide out of the box:

High performance recording on ALL cameras with minimal configuration.

Consistent recording duration and smooth motion video per camera regardless of the number of 
cameras.

The product range has Normal, Medium and Low record rate models.

Normal

Continuous �pps MPEG4 recording on all cameras, on all channel variants (default out of the bo�).

Medium
Continuous 2pps MPEG4 recording on all cameras, on all channel variants (default out of the bo�) 

Low
Continuous �pps MPEG4 recording on all cameras, on all channel variants (default out of the bo�)

Complete Flexibility
�he picture quality can be increased if less than 3� or 6� days standard recording is required.

�he advanced record menu can be used to configure individual cameras to suit specific 
requirements e.g. Entry�E�it routes. �arious storage sizes are available dependant on the 
combination of the number of cameras, the 3� or 6� day storage options, and the Normal, Medium 
and �ow record rates selected.

�ith Global record rates of up to ���pps (P��) and �2�pps (N�SC), the S� ��ange offers recording 
of up to �pps on each camera, out of the bo�, at a record duration of �, �4, 3� or 6� days (the 
default is �4 or 3� days depending on variant). 

Note:		 It is the Installer/Owner’s responsibilty to ensure that the record duration is set to the 
necessary requirements of the application. 

MultiMode Recording
The unit supports MultiMode recording, which is a storage technology developed by Dedicated 
Micros. This offers the ability to set different recording rates, resolutions and compression formats 
across scheduled, normal and alarm modes for each individual camera.

By varying the quality, bit rate and file size of the recorded images, the MultiMode function can 
increase recording capabilities of the unit.

MultiMode offers:

 �bility to set different recording resolutions.
 �bility to set and switch MPEG or JPEG compression recording as required.
 �bility to set PPS recording rate per camera.
 �ynamically switchable resolution when switching from Normal to Event recording.
 �ynamically switchable compression between MPEG4 and JPEG from Normal to Event 

recording.

Differences between MPEG-4 and MJPEG(JPEG)
JPEG (short for Joint Photographic E�perts Group) is an �S���EC standard algorithm for the 
compression of digital still images. �t can reduce files sizes to five percent of the original size 
although some detail is lost at that level of compression. ��atios of ��:� to 2�:� may provide little 
noticeable loss. �he more the loss can be tolerated, the more the image can be compressed. 
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frame contains an image. �f there is no movement in the scene, all subsequent frames will contain 
the same data. MJPEG recording will record and compress each image individually.

MPEG-4 is used primarily to compress audio and visual �AV� digital data �moving images and 
sound). MJPEG is an informal name for multimedia recording where each video frame is separately 
compressed as a JPEG image.

�f this redundancy were removed and only the changes in scene were recorded, it would be possible 
to get a better compression ratio.

MPEG-4 recording uses a keyframe (�-Frame) to record the full scene, then uses the following 
frames to record the differences between the �-Frame and each subsequent frame (P-Frames) i.e. 
the difference between �-Frame and frame �, then the difference between frame � and frame 2, etc. 
�hese frames enable the true picture to be recorded but the time between � frames determines the 
step back�forward interval that can be used.

�he advantage of MPEG-4 recording is that, in static scenes, it requires less disk space to record a 
time period than the equivalent JPEG recording. �t is important to select an �-frame rate sufficient for 
accurate recording whilst maintaining the lower recording requirement of MPEG-4. Note that �-frame 
rates are auto set on the S�.

MPEG-4 is better suited to recording static scenes with little or no movement.

Motion JPEG (MJPEG) uses intraframe coding technology similar to the �-frame part of MPEG-
4, but does not use the P-Frame interframe prediction. �his makes the degree of compression 
capability independent of the amount of motion in the scene as each scene is recorded entirely. �his 
means that more storage space is required to record a given scene, but there is a lower processor 
overhead, and each frame is an individual separate image.

MJPEG is better suited to recording high motion scenes, or scenes during an alarm state.

Note:	 Dedicated Micros recommends using MPEG4  as a background recording setting; switching 
to MJPEG on event or alarm.
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Installation
Front Panel connections

Data
Socket Can be used to connect an e�ternal ��� receiver to replace the 

internal unit
��� �nfra-��ed receiver for use with ��emote Control
US� US�2.� connector
�E� Four �E�s show the unit status
 Green - Unit working normally
 Flash �range - ��� being received
 Solid ��ed - Unit working but outside normal parameters
 Flashing ��ed - System not operational (i.e. in boot up)
 No �E� - Power Failure

Rear Panel connections

32 Input model

16 Input model

12 Input model
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8 Input model
��E���P�NE���GSE���E��.EPS

Video
���� to ���8�������
����6����32 ��Ω �NC composite video input, �� pk-pk. 
M�N � ��Ω �NC composite monitor output, �� pk-pkΩ �NC composite monitor output, �� pk-pk �NC composite monitor output, �� pk-pk
MON B Spot Monitor outputMONIOONITOO

Audio
�udio �N  ��C� (phono) socket, 8�Hz��6�Hz�22�Hz sampling ��Ω input�Hz�22�Hz sampling ��Ω input sampling ��Ω inputΩ input input 

impedance, �� pk-pk�� pk-pk
�udio �U� ��C� (phono) socket, line level  <���Ω output impedance,�� pk-Ω output impedance,�� pk-

pk amplification requiredamplification required
Note:		 The 32 input model has two Audio IN / Audio OUT connections.

Data
SE�� � ��S-232 (3 wire & 9 wire)
SE�� 2  ��S-232 (3 wire & 9 wire)
SE�� 3 P�Z  ��S-48� (2 wire & 4 wire) or ��S232 (3 wire)
SE�� 4 P�Z ��S-48� (2 wire & 4 wire) or ��S232 (3 wire)or ��S232 (3 wire)
US�  2� US�2.� connectors
NE�  ��J4� Ethernet network connector, ������ Mb�s Ethernet Network
���  ��J�2 connector for use with ��C�� or ��C�2 telemetry
 keyboards.
EXP ��J�2 e�pansion port for future use

Power
P��E�� �EC mains socket

Alarms and relays
�����MS �N 2� way (female) � �ype 24� 2��m�
 Range of Alarm states are 
 i. � – 8���� = Short circuit
 ii. 8���� – 2� = closed contact
 iii. 2k – �2k = open contact
 iv. > �2� = open circuit.
��E����S 9 way (female) � �ype rated at 24� 2��m�
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Remote Control
The IR Remote Control offers all the control functionality traditionally available via front panel 
navigation. 

  

             Button Guide
     Key Function

      Switches the ��emote Control to ‘��’  
 mode and sends codes understood by  
 common �� sets.

      Switches the ��emote Control to ‘����’  
 mode. Note the ���� mode is the  
 default mode of operation. 

 Toggle the speed of PTZ camera   
 movement (two speeds available).

 �his button puts the unit into Panic  
 �larm, sending all cameras into Global  
 alarm. Press again to cancel (alarm  
 will cancel after three mins).

 Use the Zoom �eys to zoom in�out with   
 a selected camera. �lso used to zoom  
 (�2) into �ive or Playback images.

 
  This button will change the Zoom �eys  

 operation to focus or iris functions      
 (when available).

 Use this button to cycle through    
 available cameras. 

 �his button should be pressed to   
 carry out auxiliary actions on a PTZ  
 camera.

 Press the Menu button to enter the  
 Configuration menus.

 Press the E�it button to e�it the   
 Configuration menus.
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 Use the �irectional and �� buttons to navigate through the menu  
  screens and accept changes. �lso use for P�Z telemetry control of  
  cameras. 

 Use the Softkeys (��ed, Green, ��ellow, Purple) to directly access the  
  corresponding function displayed on the menu screen.

 �he Number pad should be used to select specific cameras and preset  
  positions when available.

 

 Use the Playback buttons to interrogate recorded images. Use the ���E  
  button to switch from Playback or menus to a ���E display.

How to navigate the pages

Using the IR Remote Control
Press the Menu button to access configuration menus. �he menu will have a red indicator 
highlighting the first option. Press the �own �irectional button to highlight the ne�t menu item, press 
�� to open the highlighted menu item.

Press the ��ight �irectional button to highlight the first editable parameter on the screen. 

Use the �eft���ight�Up��own �irectional buttons to move between fields.

Select �� to start editing an editable field. �he field turns green.

Use the Up��own �irectional buttons to change the settings within an editable field.

Use the �� button to accept a new setting. �he field turns blue again. Press E�it to leave a drop-
down menu without changing the setting.

Press any coloured Softkey to open the softkey menu.

Use the coloured Softkeys to select the accompanying colour option on screen i.e. red key to select 
the red option.

�o edit a field, select using the �� button.

Numeric fields can be edited with the �irectional buttons. Use the UP��own �irectional buttons to 
increase�decrease by an increment of �, use the �eft���ight �irectional buttons to increase�decrease 
by an increment of ��.

Using a USB Mouse or the webpages
Navigate the pages by clicking on the tabs on the left of the main page. 

Highlight an editable field by clicking directly on it. 

Use the drop down menu to change settings. 
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Navigating away from a page (clicking on a different tab on the side panel) will automatically save 
any changed settings.
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This procedure shows the sixteen camera input version.

Step 1 Connecting Video

�he S� supports up to 8, �2, �6 or 32 connected �ideo �nputs (dependant on model) via the ��Ω 
�NC connectors. Connect cameras to the video inputs, starting from input �. 

�.�2

Step � Monitor

�he S� supports a main monitor via �NC ‘�’ and a spot monitor via �NC labelled ‘�’.
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�he S� supports either one or two channels of bi-directional audio*, accessible through Net�u 
�bser�er. Connect the audio equipment to the phono sockets �U��� �N and �U��� �U�. �he 
audio channel defaults to recording camera �.

*	 32 input model supports two channels of bi-directional audio, 8, 12 and 16 input models 
support one.

�he following modes of operation are supported: 
  • Challenge – intruders from an �����C.•  Challenge – intruders from an �����C.

   •  �isten – to local audio from a site at the �����C.
   •  ��ecord - local audio from a site with the video.
   • ��eplay - all audio through a local �udio output (not supported when•  ��eplay - all audio through a local �udio output (not supported when  

     �udio out is used as a challenge�P� source).

	 Note:Note:	 The Audio ouptut can be configured as a challenge output or as a replay output.

Step � Connecting to the Network

�he S� supports a ������Mbps auto-detecting network port. Use a C��� cable to connect the unit 
to the network.
�y default the unit is configured for �HCP where the unit is automatically allocated an �P address 
from the network �HCP server.
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removes the need for the unit to have a fi�ed �P address and makes it easier for a remote user to 
locate.

3Step � Relays

KEYBOARD

USB

NET

AUDIO

IN

VID 1

MON

B

VID 2

VID 3

SERIAL 1

SATA1

SERIAL 2 PTZ

OUT

SATA2

A

VID 13

VID 8

VID 6

VID 4

VID 5

VID 7

VID 9

VID 10

VID 12

VID 11

VID 14

VID 16

ALARMS

RELAYS

POWER
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Pin 4 Relay 4 Signal
Pin 3 Relay 3 Signal
Pin 2 Relay 2 Signal
Pin 1 Relay 1 Signal

Pin 6 Relay 1 Signal
Pin 7 Relay 2 Signal
Pin 8 Relay 3 Signal
Pin 9 Relay 4 Signal

RELAYS

�he S� supports up to four 24� 2��m� relays. 
Relay Connector
Pins Connection
1 �� 6 Relay 1 signal
2 �� 7 Relay 2 signal
3 �� 8 Relay 3 signal
4 �� 9 Relay 4 signal 

Step � Alarms

KEYBOARD

USB

NET

AUDIO

IN

VID 1

MON

B

VID 2

VID 3

      
  SERIAL 2

      
      

 SERIAL 3 PTZ

OUT

A

VID 13

VID 8

VID 6

VID 4

VID 5

VID 7

VID 9

VID 10

VID 12

VID 11

VID 14

VID 15

VID 16

ALARMS

RELAYS

POWER
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

      
     S

ERIAL 4 PTZ

      
 SERIAL 1

Pin 2 DTX

Pin 4 DTX

Pin 6 DTX

Pin 8 DTX

Pin 10 DTX

Pin 12

Pin 1 DTX

Pin 3 DTX

Pin 5 DTX

Pin 7 DTX

Pin 9 DTX

Pin 11      DTX

Pin 13      DTX

Pin 25 Earth

Pin 23 Earth

Pin 21 Earth

Pin 19 Earth

Pin 17 DTX

Pin 15     DTX

Pin 24 Earth

Pin 22 Earth

Pin 20 Earth

Pin 18 Earth

Pin 16 Earth

Pin 14      DTX

ALARMS

�he S� supports �6 normally open�closed tamper proof alarm inputs via the back panel, or one 
Global keyswitch input with camera specific inputs configurable as entry�e�it alarms, �he alarms 
support tamper proof detection using �k in line and �� end of line resistance. �he S� detects 
short circuit, open circuit and contact closure. �his functionality is part of the advanced alarms 
supported on Net�u Connected products and included features required for Central Monitoring and 
is compatible with the �ritish Standard �S84�8. 
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Pin Alarm Input Connection
1 - 17 1-17 
18-25 Earth Common

End Of Line Circuitry
�he following describes the E�� tamper alarms circuitry needed when E�� has been configured. 
�here should be two resistive values within the tamper alarm circuitry. �hese must be located inside 
the alarm device (furthest point from the unit).

�he alarm state could be Normally �pen or Normally closed however the tamper states are the 
same for both settings.

�pen, the resistive value is 6.8� ohms (�� + �.6�).

Closed, the resistive value is �� ohms, as the circuit does not see the �.6� ohm resistor.

�pen Circuit �amper, the resistive value is infinity as the circuit has been cut and therefore is ‘open’.

Short Circuit �amper, the resistive value is � �hms.

 

Step � Connecting Serial Ports
Serial ports have two main uses:

�. Connecting twisted pair telemetry for P�Z cameras.
2. Providing te�t data recorded with the video e.g. Point of Sale.

Note:		 Telemetry cameras should be connected to Serial 3 and 4. Text data can be retrieved from 
any serial port.
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�.�6

6.�Step � Connecting a Keyboard
�he S� supports �edicated Micro keyboards �M���C� and �M���C2. Connect either of 
these keyboards via the ��� connector socket on the rear panel.

Note:	 Refer to the Unit Operation section of this manual for further guidance regarding the 
supported keyboards.

Step � Connecting Dennard �0�0 & �0�0 Domes
� �ennard 2�4��2�6� �ome can be connected via either co-a�ial telemetry or ��S48� twisted pair. �f 
using co-a�ial the address switches should be set as:

�lue switch - F

��ellow switch - �

�f the dome is being connected using ��S48�, the dome address should be set according to the 
camera number of the S� (�-32).

Pin connections for ��S48� connection to a �ennard dome on serial port 3�4 are:
Dome Cable SD Serial Connector
��ellow �    �X+
Green 9    TX- 
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Step 10 Connecting Power

�he S� has an internal power supply unit. Connect the mains lead to the unit and then to the 
wall socket, or to a fused spur connection. �o be compliant with wiring regulations in some 
countries, an �larm�Security device should be connected to a fused spur and not a wall outlet 
socket (check local regulations before installation).  RF
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 Configuring the Unit
The unit can be configured either on the local monitor or over the network using a PC with Internet 
Explorer or similar browser. Both methods have identical interfaces.

Accessing the menus on a local monitor
�. �he Configuration pages can be displayed on the local monitor by pressing the MENU 

button on the ��emote Control.
Note:	 If the IR Remote Control does not open the menu, press the DVR button on the Remote to 

make sure it is in DVR mode, then press the MENU button again.
Please refer to section; ‘How to navigate the pages’, for guidance on navigating the local monitor 
configuration pages.

Accessing the menus on a PC web browser

Locating the Unit IP address
The IP address of the unit is required to access these pages. The SD unit’s IP address can be 
identified from the local menu pages. Using the local monitor, press the MENU button and then 
navigate to the Network menu to find the DHCP assigned IP address.

If DNS is not to be used, it is important to set a fixed IP address so that the same URL can be 
entered to contact the unit every time.

If a permanent IP address is not assigned to the unit, it will attempt to contact the DHCP server 
every time it starts up. If for any reason, a DHCP server cannot allocate an IP address to the unit, 
the encoder will use a default IP address. It is recommended that DNS (Domain Name Server) be 
used as assigning a name makes it easier for a remote user to locate the unit.  

6.��

Accessing the Configuration Web Pages
The unit can be configured using on the on-board web pages. To access these:

�.  �aunch �nternet E�plorer (or other web browser package).
6.�2

2.  �ype the U��� for the unit (�P address or domain and unit name).

3.  �he Main Menu page will be displayed.

6.�3
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Status
This page shows the general information about the unit, including the version of software installed 
and the adopted video standard.

6.2

�he configuration pages are navigable using the menu on the left hand side of the page.

Note:		 Any changes made on the web pages are automatically saved when the page is closed. 
To ‘manually’ save changes, select the Save button. Use the ‘Cancel’ button to exit a page 
without saving any changes made.

Note:	 The Save button is only displayed when accessing the menus via the web interface. 

Note:	 Some pages may be displayed differently on the web browser than the local monitor. 
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General
This page enables configuration of the time, date, local region and language used to display text.

6.4�

�anguage  �his will allow selection of the appropriate local language. �he 
unit currently supports five languages �English, French, Italian, 
Spanish and German).

Set time Enter the current local time.
Set date Enter the current local date.
Set_time (Green) Use this button to accept any changes made to the time and date 

parameters.
Sync unit time from PC (��ellow) Use this button to synchronise the time of the unit with that of the 

PC being used to view the menu pages.
�ate Format  �s default, the date is entered dd�mm�yy. �t can also be displayed 

as mm�dd�yy or yy�mm�dd.
Maintain (��ed) �his button navigates to the Maintain page.
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  

Note:		 Any changes made on the web pages are automatically saved when the page is closed. 
To ‘manually’ save changes, select the Save button. Use the ‘Cancel’ button to exit a page 
without saving any changes made.

Note:	 The Save button is only displayed when accessing the menus via the web interface. 
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Cameras
This page allows the connected cameras to be configured.

Camera  �his column shows all the cameras that are currently connected 
and can be edited.

�itle  Each of the camera titles can be edited to describe the camera 
location or view. �n the �ocal monitor, Press �� on the item to 
edit and display a virtual keyboard. �hen using the remote web 
pages, utilise the PC keyboard to enter te�t.

Note:	 If a camera title is entered via the local monitor, an on-screen virtual keyboard will be 
displayed to aid text entry. 

Telemetry  If a Dome or PTZ camera is used; the appropriate control protocol 
should be selected.

�dvanced (Green)  �pens the �dvanced Setup page (see overleaf).
Serial (��ellow)  �pens the Serial Settings page (refer to Serial section of this 

manual). �he Serial page is used to define which serial port is 
used to connect telemetry cameras.

Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
More��ack (�lue) �nly eight cameras can be displayed on the local monitor. �f 

required, access additional camera settings via the More button. 
��eturn to the previous page via the �ack button. �hese buttons 
are only displayed if more than eight cameras are connected.

Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  

Note:		 Any changes made on the web pages are automatically saved when the page is closed. 
To ‘manually’ save changes, select the Save button. Use the ‘Cancel’ button to exit a page 
without saving any changes made.

Note:	 The Save button is only displayed when accessing the menus via the web interface. 
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The Advanced button on the cameras page will access the Advanced settings page, allowing more 
of the camera settings to be edited.

Camera  �his column shows all the cameras that are currently connected 
and can be edited.

Camera �ype �he settings will default to Colour. �f Monochrome cameras are 
used, select Mono. �his removes colour patterning when mono 
cameras are displayed. �f a particular channel is not in use, this 
should be set to �FF. �his will disable the camera fail on this 
channel and also enable the record calculator to display the best 
estimate of record duration.

Contrast �djust  �his option enables the contrast settings of the selected camera
 to be changed. Select from � - 99 (default is ��).
�ermination  �he S� ���� will automatically terminate the camera input with 

��Ω. �his can be switched off here to enable a local monitor to be 
tee’d off.

Camera (��ed)  �his button navigates back to the main Cameras page.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
More��ack (�lue)  �nly eight cameras can be displayed on-screen. �f required, 

access additional camera settings via the More button. ��eturn to 
the previous page via the �ack button. �hese buttons are only

 displayed if more than eight cameras are connected.
Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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Schedule
The SD DVR recording quality is controlled by three factors; the time of day, the quality of image that 
has been set to record during that time, and whether the unit is in alarm. These factors combine to 
produce a recording profile. Each of these parameters can be adjusted individually.  The schedule 
configuration can also be used to determine when the alarm contacts are active on the unit.

This page allows the schedule settings on the unit to be edited.

Enable �he schedule can quickly be enabled or disabled by ticking the 
accompanying te�tbo� of the options outlined below. 

Mode �his lists the three available modes that can be used when setting 
camera schedules.

Night Select to establish start and end times for Night schedule settings.
�eekend Select to establish start day�time and end day�time for �eekend 

schedule settings. 
Start �hese te�t bo�es control what time the �ay and Night profiles will 

become active. �uring the �ay period, the camera settings for 
‘�ay’ will be active (refer to Recording - Advanced).

End��ay �hese te�t bo�es control what time the �ay and Night profiles will 
become inactive.

�eyswitch � �eyswitch can be used to switch from Night profile to �ay, or to 
disable the alarms. �t can be attached via the �larms connector 
using alarm in ��. 

Note:	Use of a Keyswitch precludes the use of schedules.
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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Recording
The SD has a range of pre-defined configurations available As standard the unit can record at 5pps 
MPEG4 and at a duration of 7, 14, 30 or 60 days (the default is 14 days). Alternatively the unit 
can be configured for 1pps JPEG recording on each camera or can be configured for MultiMode 
operation so that it switches from 5pps MPEG to 5pps JPEG on Event (Note that this will result in 
the record duration being determined by the amount of time the unit is in alarm). The Apply button 
updates the system record duration calculator which calculates the actual duration capable of being 
held on the drive. If specific requirements are needed on a camera, the Advanced configuration can 
be used to configure the exact requirement.

��ecord duration �his te�t bo� will display the record duration possible using the 
current configuration. 

Preset configuration Select the rate of non alarm recording to be used from the range 
of preset recording profiles; via Normal, Medium and �ow ��ate 
options utilising MPEG4, JPEG or MultiMode recording.

��ecord duration�enhance quality �he recording duration can be limited to �, �4, 3� or 6� days; 
allowing the machine to enhance the recording quality to suit.

�pply? (Green) �f the settings have been changed then �pply will configure these 
and override any individual settings. �he ��ecord calculator will 
then update.

�dvanced (��ed) �his button opens the �dvanced Setting page (see later).
��ecord options (��ellow) �his button opens the ��ecord options page (see later). 
Cancel Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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Camera Enables selection of a specific camera for editing.
Copy to all (�lue) Select this button to apply this record configuration to ��� 

connected cameras.
��ecord �uration (days) �his te�t bo� will display the record duration possible using the�his te�t bo� will display the record duration possible using the 

current configuration.
�ay�Night��eekend Normal �his column shows the recording profile used by the camera if no 

schedules are applied and the camera is operating under Normal 
(non Event) conditions.

�ay�Night��eekend Event �his column shows the recording quality that will be used by the�his column shows the recording quality that will be used by the 
camera during an �larm or Event. Note that Night and �eekend 
schedules will be used only when schedules are applied.

Compression Selects MPEG or JPEG and a selected image size (4C�F, 2C�F, 
C�F or �C�F).

�uality �f JPEG is selected, the figure entered in this te�t bo� will be the 
size of the JPEG transmitted (in �bytes). �f MPEG4 is selected, 
the figure will be the bit rate allocated. � higher bit rate will provide 
better quality. JPEG file sizes can be configured in the range of 
�-4��bytes and MPEG bit rates in the range of 4�-2��� � bits�
second.

PPS �his shows the pictures per second that will be recorded. 
�ransmission (Green) �his button opens the �ransmission settings page (see later).
��ecord options (��ellow) �his button opens the ��ecord options page (see later). 
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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The NetVu Connected remote viewing software (NetVu ObserVer) will use the settings configured 
on this page as the defaults for JPEG & MPEG; High, Medium and Low settings. The SD transmits 
live images using JPEG or MPEG image formats utilising the soft codec architecture (VISP). The 
SD features TransCoding which enables recorded JPEG images to be Transcoded to low bit rateTranscoded to low bit rate to low bit rate 
MPEG4 for transmission over limited bandwith links. This is essential for efficient, ‘fast update’ 
remote viewing of recorded video in central monitoring applications. The SD can also TranscodeTranscode 
from recorded high bit rate MPEG4 to low bit rate MPEG4.

JPEG�MPEG4 �uality �his shows the remote viewing settings being configured. �hese 
will be used by the remote viewing client as default settings.

�isplay ��es  �here are four display resolutions available; ��4���2, ��4�2�6,
 352x256 �� 176x128
Size �� �n the JPEG settings, the figure entered in this te�t bo� will be the 

size of JPEG transmitted (in �bytes). �n the MPEG4 settings, the 
figure will be the bit rate allocated. � higher bit rate will include 
more detail, but will take up more bandwidth on  remote viewing, 
or more storage space on a hard drive.

PPS �his shows the pictures per second that will be transmitted. �n 
JPEG, the actual images per second transmitted will depend on 
the bandwith of the link, increasing the PPS may introduce time 
lag if bandwith is not sufficient. �n MPEG transmission increasing 
the PPS will also reduce the quality of the images, as more 
images are transmitted for the defined bit rate.

�dvanced (��ed) �his button opens the �dvanced ��ecord Setting page (see 
below).

Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 
this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page. 

Save (Grey) �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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�imed e�piry (days)  �mages recorded onto disk can be programmed to e�pire after
 a user-defined number of days and hours. �his option has been
 designed to assist where the installation requirements define that 

recorded images must adhere to legislation on retaining images 
for a ma�imum record time, for e�ample 3� days.

Warning:	 All images older than the selected timed expiry will no longer be available.
�larm protection  �larm images can be protected from overwriting.
�larm protection duration (days)  �his drop down sets how long �larm images will be protected
4C�F interlace enable  �his can be switched �n if the system will be used to record using 

the 4C�F settings, and will eliminate the comb effect that may be 
visible in a high motion recording environment. �t is not required 
if not using 4C�F, and may not be required if not recording high 
motion.

Manual �mage protection �t is possible to protect images stored on the unit hard drives.
 �hese images will not be overwritten (see overleaf for further 

details).
�dvanced (��ed)  �his button opens the �dvanced Setting page.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 

the page.
Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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From  Enter the date and start time for the period containing the
 recorded images.
�o  Enter the date and end time for the period to be protected.
Protect image duration (days)  Select how long, in days, the images will be protected for.
Protect �mage Partition Summary �his shows all protected images. 
Protect images (��ed)  �nce the time and date information has been entered, select the
 ‘Protect �mages’ option. �he entries within the list section will be
 preserved.
Note:		 It may take some time to add protected images to the list.
Unprotect �mages (�lue)  �t is possible to manually un-protect images that have either been
 automatically protected or manually protected. �nce the time and
 date information has been entered, select the ‘Unprotect �mages’
 option. �he entries within the list section will be removed.
Note:		 It may take some time to remove protected images from the list.
��ecord �ptions (��ellow)  Use this button to return to the ��ecord �ptions page.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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Network
This page allows configuration of the network settings for the unit. Note that the unit is initially 
configured for DHCP.

�HCP �HCP service will automatically interrogate any �HCP server 
when a machine boots up and assign a free �P address, subnet 
and gateway. �his can be used to ensure an �P address is unique 
to this machine. However, this could result in the machine having 
a different �P address every time it boots. �he �P address should 
be noted and then �HCP disabled. �lternatively the unit can be 
configured for �NS which enables �HCP to be maintained.

�HCP �P �his is the �P address the �HCP server has allocated to the unit.
�HCP Subnet �his is the subnet of the network the unit is on that was 

automatically allocated by the �HCP server on power up.
�HCP Gateway �his is the �P address of the default gateway (router) assigned by 

the �HCP server.
�HCP Name �his is the name of the �HCP server.
�NS Sys name �his field can be edited to assign a name to the unit which would 

be displayed in Net�u �bser�er.
Primary DNS This is the primary DNS server IP address for applications that are 

utilising domain names.
Email (��ed) �his �utton will open the Email Page (see later).
Maintain button (Green) �hen �P configuration changes have been made, it is necessary 

to reset and restart the S� unit �his can be done via the Maintain 
menu.

Email settings  �he unit can send an email when it registers an event. �he
 settings for this email can be edited by clicking the Edit button,
 refer to Email Settings.
�andwidth selection  �t is possible to set ma�imum limits for the bandwidth utilisation on
 the Network port of the unit. �he settings can be edited by clicking 

the Edit button, refer to ‘�andwidth selection’.
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this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  

Email Settings

Mail Server This is the IP address or URL of the SMTP Server that the e-mail 
from the unit will be sent to. �he SM�P server will then forward 
this onto the recipient.

Recipient address This is the e-mail address and display name of the intended 
recipient of the e-mailed image. 

��ecipient display name �his is the addressee name that will be shown in the email name 
field.

��eply to address �his field must be configured if the recipient is to reply to an 
e-mail. �he unit does not accept e-mails so this must be a valid 
e-mail address.

��eply to display name �his is the reply to name that will be shown in the email name 
field. 

Sender address �hese optional fields indicate the source of the e-mail notification. 
�f the fields are left blank the unit will use the system name & �NS 
name to create a sender name.

Sender display name �his is the sender name that will be shown in the email name 
field.

E-mail �ogging � log can be created for every e-mail transaction that the unit 
issues.

Network (��ed)  �his button will open the Network page (see Network).
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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Type This option ensures the speed of the data from the unit matches 
the speed of the network the data is being transmitted across. 
�hese are default settings and are configured as:

 ��N – ����� �ilobits�second
 ��N – 2�6 �ilobits�second
 �S�N – 64 �ilobits�second
Ma� �ransmission ��ate �his shows the ma�imum transmission speed for the type of 

network selected.
�� image buffers �his is used in order to improve the picture delivery over Ethernet 

when using a slow connection, i.e. 2�6�bps. �ptions available 
are �, 2 or 3 buffers.

Ethernet M�U �his is the ma�imum transmit unit for the Ethernet packet. �he 
M�U is the largest physical packet size measured in bytes, 
that the network can transmit. �y default this figure is set to 
����bytes.

Ethernet r�-t� t�o (ms) �his is the time the unit will wait to re-send a packet if an 
acknowledgement is not received. 

 �hen making a connection across a ��N link this figure should 
be increased and should match the timeout figure for the router.

Network (��ed)  �his button will open the Network page (see Network).
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page..
Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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Alarms
This page allows configuration of the alarm settings. For hardware installation information, refer to 
‘Installing the SD DVR’.

6.42

The alarms are associated with cameras by default. There is a panic alarm available using the panic 
button on the remote, or on a connected SD keyboard. This will put all cameras into alarm recording. 
There is also a contact alarm that is configured as a keyswitch via Alarm input 17.

 Alarms support tamper proof detection to detect short circuit, open circuit and contact closure.

�larm �his bo� specifies which alarm response profile is being 
configured.

Source Use the drop down to select whether the contact is normally open 
(N��), normally closed (N�C) or disabled.

Pulse (secs) �he pulse e�tension is used to prevent double triggers on a single 
alarm. �he pulse e�tension time starts on an alarm trigger. �f that 
contact is triggered again after the first alarm has finished but 
within the pulse e�tension, the second trigger will not restart the 
alarm, but will e�tend the current alarm duration.

EOL contact The End Of Line �EOL� is part of the advanced alarm feature andThe End Of Line �EOL� is part of the advanced alarm feature and 
enables the inputs to detect any changes in the input electronic 
resistance, e.g. � – 8��Ω. � change will result in a �amper �larm 
(short circuit) being detected and the system switching to alarm 
mode (refer to ‘End Of Line Circuitry’ in the ‘Installing The SD’ 
section). �y default the E�� contacts are disabled for each input.

Primary camera �n alarm can activate two cameras if required. �he primaryThe primary 
camera will take the still image used for e-mailing on alarm 
and adding to the event database. �t is also the camera that is 
displayed first on the �perator monitor.

Preset  �f the Primary camera is enabled for telemetry, it can be sent on 
alarm to the preset nominated here.

Secondary camera  �f the alarm triggers two cameras, the second camera should
 be defined here.
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24 hours, Schedule �ay, Schedule Night and �eekend. Note that 
if a �eyswitch is utilised: �eyswitch �FF uses Schedule �ay and 
�eyswitch �N uses Schedule Night).

Entry route  �his creates deferred alarms along a specified route while 
the entry time is active in compliance with �S84�8, the �ritish 
Standard for remote monitoring stations. �he entry�e�it time 
period is set on the Global Page. �iverting from the entry route 
during the count down will result in the alarm being triggered 
immediately. �his allows staff entry without triggering an alarm, 
prior to switching the system to �ay mode.

E�it route  �his creates deferred alarms along a specified route while the e�it 
time is active in compliance with �S84�8, the �ritish Standard for 
remote monitoring stations. �he entry�e�it time period is set on the 
Global Page. �iverting from the e�it route during the count down 
will result in the alarm being triggered immediately. �his allows 
staff to leave without triggering an alarm.

�ctivate relay mode �he alarm can be used to trigger one of the four available relays. 
�he alarm will trigger the selected relay until the alarm ends.

��emote alarm reporting Enable this to send a report to an �����C on receipt of an alarm. 
Ensure that the ��eport Settings have been configured in the 
�larms -> ��emote ��eporting menu

Email on �larm  Enable this to send an email on receipt of an alarm. Ensure 
that the email settings have been configured in Network->Email 
settings.

�og event  �he S� ���� can record all Events, both �larms and �ctivity.
Enable this to have the event written to the log.

Switch to camera  �he S� ���� can display the primary camera associated with this 
alarm on the operator monitor.

Sounder  �he unit has a buzzer which can sound for five seconds when an 
alarm or activity are detected.

Global (��ed)  �his button will open the Global �larms settings (see Global 
�larms below).

��emote ��eporting (��ellow)  �his button will open the ��emote ��eporting settings (see ��emote 
�larm ��eporting below).

Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 
this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save (Grey) �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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�isplay mode  � monitor can be configured to switch to display mode on alarm
 activation.
Post �larm  Post alarm defines what happens when an alarm condition 

has completed. Select �ast to leave the last alarmed camera 
displayed. Select ��evert to return the display to its state prior to 
the alarm being raised.

Camera fail  � relay can be assigned to activate if a camera fail is registered 
by the ����. �his is hard defined as ��elay 3.

Camera fail sounder  �he on board sounder can be set to activate if a camera fail is 
registered by the ����.

Pre alarm (secs)  �his is the period of time, prior to the alarm start that will be 
included along with the alarm recording for archive. �hese images 
will be protected from being overwritten with the alarm images 
�he unit places a ‘marker’ in the regular recording that acts as the 
start of the pre-alarm recording, the number of images available 
will be dependant on the pre-alarm time set.

�larm entry�e�it (secs)  �he alarm entry�e�it timer is the time interval between an entry 
initiator being activated and alarms being triggered, or the alarm 
keyswitch being tripped and the e�it initiator being activated. �his 
timer will allow a key holder sufficient time to enter or e�it the 
premises without triggering an alarm. �his is set in seconds.

�larms (��ed)  �his button will navigate back to the main �larms page.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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Activity
This page allows configuration of the activity detection settings. 

6.42

The unit can detect changes in the image received from a camera. This detection can be refined to 
specify certain areas of the image using an overlay grid. This grid can be edited.

Camera �his shows which camera settings are currently being edited.
�etection �etection can be deactivated or activated using this drop down 

menu.
Pulse  �he pulse e�tends the trigger period to avoid double triggers of
 �ctivity detection occurring, i.e. �f a second incident is received,
 after the first alarm is finished but within this period, the unit will
 not create a new even, but will e�tend the current event duration.
Enable  �his option defines when the activity detection is enabled
�ctivate relay  �he alarm can be used to trigger one of the four available relays.
Note:	 When setting the sensitivity it is recommended that an Activity test is run to ensure the 

correct sensitivity is selected.
Sensitivity  �here are five levels of sensitivity for activity detection to ensure
 any scene environment can be covered.
 Select the sensitivity level to suit the camera location:
 • E�ternal cameras where there may be a lot of 

background movement, such as cloud shadow or 
rain, should be set to �utdoor high, �utdoor low 
or very low sensitivity. 

 • Cameras sited indoors where there is very little 
background movement can be set to �ndoor high 
or �ndoor low sensitivity.

 
 The sensitivity levels are:
 •  �ndoor High (most sensitive setting).
 •  �ndoor �ow.
 •  �utdoor High.
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 •  �ery �ow (lowest sensitivity level)
Display activity area  Use this option to test and tune the sensitivity and activity grid 

configuration for each camera. �hen activity is detected on the 
camera, a yellow bo� is displayed on-screen. Press the M��E 
button to e�it the test.

��emote �larm ��eporting  �his must be enabled for the unit to automatically connect on
 alarm, it must also be configured on the �larm option. Ensure that 

the ��eport settings have been configured in �larms -> ��emote 
��eporting menu.

Email on activity  Enable this to send an email on receipt of an alarm. Ensure that
 the email settings have been configured in Network-> �dvanced->
 Email settings.
�og event  �he S� ���� can record all Events, both �larms and �ctivity.
 Enable this to have the event written to the log.
Switch to camera  �he S� ���� can display the primary camera associated with this
 alarm on the operator monitor.
Sounder  �he unit has a buzzer which can sound for five seconds when an
 alarm or activity are detected.
Edit grid (��ed)  �his button will open the �ctivity Grid editor for this camera (see
 �ctivity Grid below).
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. UseUse
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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The alarm detection area can be edited via the Activity Grid. The Activity Grid can be used to 
exclude areas where there may be continuous movement (i.e. trees or bushes) which lead to 
false triggers. The camera view can be overlaid by a grid of up to 16x16 cells. Each cell can be 
individually enabled or disabled.

Select a camera via the Activity Detection screen, then select the Edit Grid option (Red Softkey). 
Use the up/down/left/right Directional buttons to navigate between cells. To add cells, press the OK 
button on an area of the image that does not presently contain any cells. A cell will be added. Use 
the Directional buttons to add more cells. When the required number of cells have been added, 
press the OK button again. If cells need to be removed, highlight a cell and press the OK button. 
Use the Directional buttons to move around the image deleting other cells. Press the OK button 
when all required cells have been deleted. If only a small area of the camera view may be subject 
to false triggers. Use the Default_grid feature (Yellow Softkey) to fill the screen with a full 16x16 cell 
grid, then highlight the required cell(s) to be removed via the OK button. 

�ctivity (��ed)  �his button will navigate back to the �ctivity settings page.
Clear cells (Green)  �his button will clear all entered cells. 
�efault grid (��ellow) �his button will insert a default square of �6 � �6 cells across the 

displayed video image.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
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Primary Host �his is the �P address or name of the initial host that the unit will 
transmit an alarm message to.

Secondary Host  �f the unit is unable to contact the primary host, an alternative 
route can be identified via a secondary host. �f there is only one 
alarm receiving �P address, you must enter the details in both the 
primary and secondary connection settings.

Public (N��) �P �ddress  �his is the public �P (or domain name) for a unit connected to 
the �nternet via a N�� ��outer or Firewall. �his field should be left 
blank if N�� is not used e.g. on a private network.

�ideo server port  �his field allows the ���C to connect to the unit through a router 
that is using port forwarding e.g. if the video server does not 
appear on port 8� (H��P) to the e�ternal network.

Unit alarm name  �his is the name that will be presented to the remote alarm 
viewing application. �t should therefore have some significance to 
the �perator. �his name must match the defined folder name in 
the �iewer PC folder tree.

�larm reporting  �his must be enabled for the unit to automatically connect on 
alarm. �t must also be enabled in the �larm Zone option.

Camfail reporting  �f the unit identifies camera failure on any of the inputs, enabling 
this option will force the unit to connect to the remote alarm 
station.

Tamper reporting  The unit supports Tamper alarm inputs, if a tamper is detected, 
this will activate a tamper alarm on that input. �he alaem 
response is the same as if the alarm had activated.

Startup reporting  �his will send an alarm report when the unit starts up. �ny system 
resets will be identified.

�ial retry time  (secs) �f the initial connection attempt fails, the unit will wait for the 
specified time period before attempting to re-connect.

�ial count �his details the number of attempts the unit has made to connect 
to the remote alarm monitoring station. 
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to the remote alarm monitoring station after a failed attempt. � 
setting of ‘�’ means  no limit and the unit will continue to try and 
connect until it is successful.

�larm telnet server port  �his specifies the network port number to use for reporting to the 
alarm server. �his should normally left at the default value.

���C ping  �his will send a single wake up ping across a network to a 
specified ���C server. �f no reply is received, the unit will wait for 
the �ial ��etry �ime before sending another ping (until it reaches 
the �ial �imit).
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Serial
This page allows configuration of the two Serial ports on the rear of the unit. For installationFor installation 
information, refer to ‘Installing the SD DVR’.

Serial Port ��2�3�4 Select the serial port to be edited
Function Each serial port can be �isabled, set to �ebug (serial 

communications), �e�t in �mage, or a number of supported 
telemetry products. 

Mode, Baud Rate, Parity, Data Bits, Stop BitsStop Bits �his allows the communication settings to be configured.
Note:		 When a telemetry protocol is selected these settings will be set to the default to pre-

determined values for the protocol, and should not normally be altered manually. 
Main (��ed) �his button will navigate to the Main page.
Camera (Green) �his button will navigate to the Camera settings page.
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  

6.6
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Audio
The settings for any available audio stream can be edited on this page. For hardware installationFor hardware installation 
information, refer to ‘Installing the SD DVR’.

Audio Input
Sample ��ate  �he sample rate related to the quality of the audio being
 processed. � higher figure will require more storage space but 

will provide higher quality audio. �t is selectable between 8��� 
Hz (phone quality), ���2� Hz, �6��� Hz and 22��� Hz (half C� 
quality).

�GC  Enables the �utomatic Gain Control feature.
��ecord �nput  Select whether the �udio input is to be recorded or not.
Client audio input Enables audio from Net�u �bser�er. �f the output is enabled for 

Challenge, it can be used for P� (Public �ddress purposes to 
challenge intruders. 

Record challenge Enables recording of the �udio input from Net�u �bser�er.
�udio �utput �f the audio is being used as a challenge output or P�, then this 

option enables the client audio to be recorded as well as being 
output to the local audio output.

Use  �he �udio channel can be used for Challenge or �ocal playback.
�olume �djustable level between � and 64.
Main (��ed)  Navigate to the Main menu page.
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 

Save button.  
6.�
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Text
The SD DVR can handle POS text data within the unit. This menu enables control of the data, how 
it is displayed on the monitor and recorded on the DVR. Dedicated Micro’s can provide a range of 
text solutions for Retail, ATM or other applications, for details on how to use Text to enhance your 
security and video management system, talk to your DM Sales or Technical support contact.

�.�

�isplay te�t on monitor  �his setting allows the �e�t in �mage to be disabled or enabled as
 required.
Number of lines  �his is the number of lines that will be displayed in live and replay 

mode on the main monitor, along with the relevant images. �he 
default setting is 2� lines.

Width of lines  �his identifies the length of the lines that will be stored with the
 image. �he default setting is �� characters (typically the full screen).
�e�t colour �t is possible to select which colour the te�t from the peripheral
 serial device will be displayed within the image. �he options are;
 �lack, �hite, ��ellow, Magenta, ��ed, Cyan and Green.
�e�t background  � background can be applied to the te�t within the image. �his is
 disabled by default. �he options available are; �lack or �hite.
�e�t duration  �he te�t can be wiped from the monitor after a set period,
 programmable between �-999 seconds. � zero entry will keep the
 te�t on screen indefinitely. 
Camera  Select the camera input to be configured from drop down list.
Port assignment  �e�t can be input either via a serial port or over a network port. 

Select either a serial port or a network port, ensuring that the 
serial port is configured for �e�t input on the Serial Menu.

Main (��ed)  �his button will navigate to the Main page.
Cancel �Purple� Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use this 

button to cancel any changes before navigating away from the 
page.

Save �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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Display
This page allows configuration of the Monitor settings.

6.42

Main monitor te�t �t is possible to select te�t to be displayed on the main monitor.�t is possible to select te�t to be displayed on the main monitor. 
�he te�t displayed will include; time, date, mode of operation 
(�ay, Night or �eekend), camera number and camera title.

Spot monitor te�t �t is possible to select te�t to be displayed on the spot monitor. 
�he te�t displayed will include; time, date, camera number and 
camera title.

�e�t �ackground � black bo� appears by default behind the te�t. �t is possible to� black bo� appears by default behind the te�t. �t is possible to 
switch this bo� off.

Seq dwell (secs) �he sequence dwell time can be set from � to 99 seconds. �he�he sequence dwell time can be set from � to 99 seconds. �he 
dwell time is the length of time a camera is displayed before 
switching to the ne�t camera in the sequence.

Mulitscreen �nterlace �mproves the display on multiscreen views to remove ��icker.
Main (��ed) �his button will navigate to the Main page.
Cancel (Purple) Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 
the page.

Save  �o ‘manually’ save changes whilst in a menu page, select the 
Save button.  
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Admin
The unit can protect access to the configuration options by setting passwords. These can be set 
individually for access to the menus and access to the recorded data.

M��N (��E�) �H�S �U���N ���� N���G��E �� �HE M��N P�GE.

   
�dd�Modify��elete  Select �dd and enter the new User Name, Password and which 

cameras on the system will be available to the user in �ive and 
Playback mode. �o modify or delete a user’s settings, highlight the 
user in the list and press the relevant button to modify or delete

Main (��ed)  �his button will navigate to the Main page.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use 

this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from
 the page.
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Please note that if the Configuration pages are accessed via the local monitor GUI, the menu screenlocal monitor GUI, the menu screen 
shown below will be displayed. 

Menu password �t is possible to configure a four digit password to enable � disable�t is possible to configure a four digit password to enable � disable 
access to the local menu configuration pages. �o enable this, 
enter the password in the bo� provided. �hen accessing menus, 
the password will be requested via a pop up bo�.

Playback password �t is also possible to configure a four digit password to disable�t is also possible to configure a four digit password to disable 
access to playback images on the unit. �n the configuration page 
enter a password in the bo� provided. �f a playback function is 
requested on the local monitor, the operator will be challenged for 
a password. �he operator will remain logged in as a Supervisor 
(Playback functionality enabled) until the EX�� button is pressed 
or the menu system entered. 
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Maintain
This page can be used to view the software details the unit is utilising. The unit can be shut down 
and reset from this point, while all settings can be returned to their original factory release state via 
the Default button. 

M��N (��E�) �H�S �U���N ���� N���G��E �� �HE M��N P�GE.

Software version �etails the version of software the unit is running.
�ebpage version �etails the version of the webpage software the unit is utilising.
Codec version Highlights the codec version the unit is using.
��estart (��ed) �his button will shutdown and restart the unit.
Upgrade �his button looks for an upgrade file on a connected US� storage 

device or inserted C�. �f any are found, the upgrade process 
will begin. Contact �M or search the �M website for details of 
software upgrade availability. 

Note:		 The Upgrade button is only available via the Local monitor menu.
�efault (��ellow) �his button will return all option settings to their factory release 

default settings.
Cancel (Purple)  Settings are automatically saved when the page is closed. Use
 this button to cancel any changes before navigating away from 

the page.
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Demos
The Demo section details several short tutorials on how to carry out common procedures via the IR 
Remote Control.

Select from the various options shown in the menu screen above. �hen the chosen �emo has been 
selected, a short tutorial will be displayed, showing which buttons, and in which sequence, should be 
pressed on the ��� ��emote Control.
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Help
The Help section provides quick and easy guidance to currently displayed menu screens. 

�s shown in the above e�ample, firstly select the required menu screen; then select the Help option. 
both the chosen menu heading and the Help heading will be accompanied by a red tab. 

�hen displayed on screen is a detailed description of the various options contained within the  
displayed menu.
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Unit Operation
The SD unit can be operated using the enclosed IR Remote Control, via the optional keyboard or 
using a USB mouse.

Using the IR Remote Control
By default, the Keyboard/ Remote Control will be in “DVR” mode. If the unit does not respond to 
commands from the Remote Control, pressing the “DVR” button will always return the Keyboard/
Remote Control to “DVR” mode. Pressing the “TV” button will switch to “TV” mode and send codes 
understood by common television sets (when pre-programmed to do so; see Appendix B). 

Pressing any of the coloured Softkeys at any time will display the ‘coloured’ keys first and then 
access the equivalent ‘coloured’ option displayed in the menus.

For a description of the button commands available on the �eyboard���emote Control, refer to the ��� 

��emote Control section (page �2).

Using the Optional touch keyboard
The unit can also be controlled using either the optional; DM/KBC1 or DM/KBC2 keyboard. This is 
connected via the KBD connector on the rear of the SD and provides the same control functions as 
the Keyboard/Remote Control.

DM/KBC1 Keyboard
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Note:	 Not all buttons detailed below are relevant for both models of keyboard. 

 �ey  Function

 
�isplays the Softkeys menu if not currently on screen.  
Selects the colour coded item displayed on screen.

 
�oggles between �ive and Playback modes

 
��emoves the Softkeys from view if they are on screen. 
�oggles the visibility of on-screen te�t and status bar if no Softkeys are on 
screen. (For future use).

 
For future use

 

 
�isplays the Softkey options for the �udio functions  (for future use).

 
Forces all the cameras to record in alarm mode for three minutes, or until 
the button is pressed again.

 

 
Displays the archiving options

 
Live mode - No functionality

 
Play mode - Starts fast forwarding from play time.

 
��ewind mode - Starts fast forwarding from play time.

 
Pause mode - Steps forward one frame
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�ive mode - Puts unit into reverse playback from current time

 
Play mode - Starts rewinding from play time.

 
��ewind mode - �ncreases the rewind speed.

 
Pause mode - Steps back one frame.

 
�ive mode - Freezes the current display window 
Play mode - Pauses video in playback.

 
�ive mode - puts the unit into playback using the last stored playback time

 

 
�isplays the Events list menu.

 
Opens the GOTO menu

 
For future use.

 
�oggles control from Main to Spot monitor.

 
�llows the numeric selection of a camera (numeric selection defaults to 
camera selection).

 
�llows entry of camera and Preset and numbers.

 
For future use.

 
For future use.

 
�riggers the wash function on a telemetry camera.
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�riggers the wipe function on a telemetry camera.

 
Switches on the lamp on a telemetry camera 

 
�djusts the focus to objects nearer the camera.

 
�djusts the focus to objects further from the camera.

 
Closes the �ris on a �elemetry camera.

 
�pens the �ris on a �elemetry camera.

 
Zooms in on a telemetry camera and also provides electronic zoom out.

 
Zooms out on a telemetry camera and also provides electronic zoom in.

 
Sends a Patrol command to a telemetry camera. 

 
Instructs the selected telemetry camera to automatically pan �on cameras 
that support this function). 

 
Used as menu and on-screen navigation keys 
Pan and tilt control for telemetry cameras 

 
�n Play mode: Used to Mark Start�End positions.

 
ln �ive mode: �isplays the Copy �ist and archive controls.

 
E�its menus.
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The IR Remote Control, KBC1 and KBC2 have a common user interface to control the SD. In 
addition to the direct action keys (rewind, fast forward etc.), there are coloured Softkeys that are 
context sensitive and enable rapid access to required functions.  

To bring up context sensitive Softkey functions at any time, press any of the coloured keys on the 
keyboard or IR Remote Control.

To select cameras 
Cameras can be selected either by using the numeric number buttons on the keypad or via the 
Up��own camera CH key on the ��� ��emote Control.  For numeric entries that require two digit entry, 
ensure both digits are entered  within the one second time out

Electronic Zoom 
�f the ���� is in �ive or Playback mode, pressing the Zoom �N button will Zoom (�2) into the image. 
�nce ‘zoomed in’, it is possible to navigate within the image using the �irectional buttons.�irectional buttons..

Note:		 Electronic zoom is possible on Dome cameras, however the unit must be in Live or Replay 
mode ( not Telemetry mode - TELEM (displayed in the status bar).)

To control PTZ dome cameras
�hen a �ome or P�Z camera is selected, the �irectional buttons will control the dome movements, 
putting the unit in �elemetry mode. �here are two speeds supported on the ��� ��emote control and 
these can be selected via the Speed key. 

Note:	 To zoom in with the camera, use the Zoom IN button. 
�f the camera requires the focus or iris functions to be altered, pressing the �ens button will change 
the operation of the +�- button to that of focus and iris (this is indicated in the status bar).

�n the ��C2; a P�Z camera is controlled via the Joystick. 

� home (Preset �) position is supported on the ��� ��emote Control�keyboards. �his is accessed by 
pressing the �� button when in telemetry mode.

�o select preset positions on a �ome camera, press the coloured Softkeys when in telemetry modewhen in telemetry mode 
and the following bar will be displayed:

Select Preset (blue softkey) followed by the preset number (2 digits).

To select Multiscreen
Press a coloured Softkey and the following menu will be displayed:

�o display images in a �uad layout, press the green softkey.
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To change the camera in a specific segment of a multiscreen:

Select ‘Segment’, this will display a ��ashing ‘+’ symbol in the first segment on the screen. Sequence 
through the segments by pressing the �� button. �hen the segment that requires changing is 
displayed, enter the camera number (2 digits) or use the CH +�- keys. �he selected camera is then 
shown. �o e�it Segment,  press the colour keys and then press the �lue Segment button again.

To select a Sequence
Select a sequence by pressing a coloured Softkey, the following menu will be displayed:

 Press the Ne�t button and the following menu will be displayed

Press the sequence key and a sequence will start on the main monitor. �he dwell time for the 
sequence can be adjusted in the �isplay menu. �he sequence will display all cameras that are 
available and not assigned as hidden cameras.

To control a spot monitor
�o control a spot monitor press the M�N����� key on the remote or keyboard. �he status display will 
show SP�� on the main monitor. �ny camera selections or Sequence selections will now apply to 
the spot monitor. Note: �he spot monitor is only capable of displaying live full screen images.

To Copy cameras to an archive
��efer to the Copy Menu section of this manual.

To Investigate events
��efer to the Event �ist section of this manual.
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Event List
Alarms and activity detection are tagged and stored in the Event list for easy retrieval along with 
System events such as system start data and camera fails. Each event is labelled with an event type 
(alarm, activity or system) and its time and date. To view an event from the Event list:

• Press the Event button on the �eyboard���C �nterface.
• Use the Up��own �irectional buttons to select the event required, the selected event is 

displayed in the preview window.
• �o view any additional pages of Event data, press the �lue Softkey. Press the ��ellow 

Softkey to view previous pages.
• Press P���� to view the event in full screen.
• Press EX�� or ���E to e�it the Event �ist.
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�t is possible to filter the event search by time. Use the �irectional buttons on the �eyboard���� 
��emote Control to move to the Event Filter te�tbo�. Enter the required Start and End time for the 
search and select the �lue search option. �f required, also select via the checkbo� options which 
specific events are to be searched. �t is also possible to filter the search by type (alarm, activity or 
system) by pressing the corresponding coloured Softkey:

 Alarm - Red

 Activity - Green

 System - ��ellow

Play an event back full screen
Highlight the relevant event and press P����. �ap the E�EN� button to return to the Event list.

Copy Events To The Archive List
�o copy events to the �rchive list, select the event and Press the C�P�� button. �he duration of the 
event will be copied to the �rchive list. �o archive to C��US�, refer to the Copy Menu section on the 
following page.

Start a new search
�f you wish to start a new search filter, tap the E�EN� button to e�it the Event list, then re-enter data 
in the Event Search Filter menu
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Copy Menu
Copy Images to CD or USB device

Using the Copy Menu
Images and events can be copied to CD or USB Media for reviewing remote from the unit for 
evidential or monitoring purposes.

�mages can be sent to the Copy �ist in two ways:

�)  Manually review the recorded video, marking the start and end points of each segment 
of video to be copied. Please note that numerous segments can be added via the 
addition of start and end points before navigating to view them in the Copy �ist.

2) �pen the Event list and select which events will be added to the Copy �ist.

Using the Copy option during Playback
�t is possible to add playback images to the Copy �ist while reviewing the images. �his provides the 
user with a simple process of selecting images that are of interest to be automatically sent to the 
Copy �ist.

�. Press the ��E��N� button or use the G��� facility to return to the start of the recorded 
files that are to be copied.

2 Press P���� and immediately press the C�P�� button, the message; ‘Mark Start’ will 
appear in the lower right segment of the screen. Continue playing, using Fast Forward 
if required. 

3.  �hen the end of the required segment to be copied is  reached, press the C�P�� key 
again to mark the segment end.

4.  ��epeat the above step to add all required segments.
�. Press the ���E button, then C�P�� to navigate to the Copy list to archive to US� or C�.
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�ithin the Event list it is possible to highlight an event and send to the Copy �ist.

�. Press the E�EN� button to display the Event list screen. 
2.  Use the Up��own �irectional buttons to highlight the event to be copied.
3.  Press the C�P�� button, the event is then sent to the Copy �ist.
To Copy Events/Images to CD
�. �nsert a blank C��� into the C� drive of the unit.
2. Select C� from the Media te�tbo�.
3. Select the Copy option (��ed) to start archive.
4. Selected items are then saved to disc. Please note that if the C� is not ready or is not 

empty, ‘status’ will be displayed on screen. �hilst data is writing to C�, the following 
status information will be displayed on screen:

 Please Wait
 �atermarking
 LeadIn
 Writing
 Verifying
�. �n completion the C� will be ejected from the unit.

To Copy Events/Images to a USB Device
�. �nsert a US� �evice into the US� port on the front of the S� unit.
2.  Select US� from the Media te�tbo�.
3 Select the Copy option (��ed) to start archive.
4. Selected items are then saved to the US� device. 
�. �he US� e�port status is displayed as a %. �n completion the status will read 

‘Finished’.

Note:		 The SD range will support most USB Flash and USB HDD media for export, a summary of 
known supported items is displayed in Appendix C.

Selecting/Deselecting Copy items
�. �o clear copy list, press Clear button
2.  �o delete individual items from copy list, select items to be deleted by selecting them 

and pressing ��. Check all items to be removed and choose �elete (blue softkey)
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Problem Solving
This is a list of common problems encountered using Digital Video recording technology in a CCTV 
environment; and suggested solutions for each scenario.

I keep getting two alarms for one event. How can I prevent this ?
A pulse extension extends the trigger period to avoid double alarm triggers from occurring, i.e. If a second trigger 
occurs on the same alarm input within the pulse extension time period, the unit will not create a new event.

Answer E�tend the Pulse E�tension via the ‘�nstaller’ menus. Go to the ‘�larms and Presets’ menu and increase 
the e�tension parameter.

My images are feint/dark ?
Ensure the camera has been set up correctly. Signals from the cameras can be adjusted within the DVR to 
compensate for a variety of conditions. The contrast can be altered.

Answer Modify the camera settings via the ‘�nstaller’ menus. Go to the ‘Camera �dvance’ menu and modify the 
contrast parameters.

Also �f the camera feed was previously looped through and then disconnected, check the camera has been 
correctly terminated. Check the �nput �ermination parameter is set to ‘�n’.

How do I identify which unit I am viewing over a network ? 
Each unit can be allocated a relevant 20 character name to identify the unit to the Operator or System 
Administrator.

Answer Check the settings via the ‘�nstaller’ menus. Go to the menu and check the Unit name parameters.

How do I make sure I delete images after a certain time period ?
Images recorded onto disk can be made unavailable after a user-defined number of days and hours. This is 
designed to help operators comply with legislation on the retention of images for a set period of time. Once the 
timed expiry has been set, all images older than the selected time will be no longer available.

Answer Modify the settings via the �nstaller menus. Go to the ��ecord �ptions menu and modify the �imed e�piry 
parameters.

How do I protect images from being overwritten ?
It is possible to protect images stored on the unit hard drives. These images will not be overwritten.

Answer Modify the settings via the ‘�nstaller’ menus. Go to the ‘��ecord �ptions’ menu and utilise the �mage 
Protection function. 

How do I see all system alarms, failed cameras, the amount of available storage and 
earliest protected recording on my unit ?

All of these parameters are available via the Status Page. This should be checked every day to ensure the system 
is operating well and there are no obvious imminent problems.

Answer �iew the information by pressing the MENU button once.

There is no response from the unit when I try to navigate the menus
Most likely solution is that the unit is in spot mode (the word SPOT will be displayed on the bottom of the screen 
and the SPOT LED is lit).

Answer Press the M�N����� button on the �eyboard.

The cable could have been connected incorrectly.

Answer Check the monitor is not plugged into output monitor �.

I cannot select a specific camera
Answer Check that the camera video input in the ‘Camera �dvanced’ menu is set to connected.

Answer Check that the camera has not been disabled (made covert) in the ‘Camera �iewing’ menu.
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Answer Check that the monitor is connected to the Monitor � output, and that the spot light is not lit.

I have a white screen with a selected camera and an image displayed of a ‘crossed out’ 
camera
 The camera has failed.

Answer  Check that the video signal level is one volt peak to peak, even if the camera works when plugged directly 
into a monitor.

All of my cameras are being displayed in monochrome
Answer Check that the monitor being used is a colour monitor.

Answer ��eboot the unit (using the menus) with a camera connected to input one, as the unit may have started in 
N�SC mode if no cameras were connected when it was initially booted.

Answer Check that the camera is defined in the �dvanced Camera menu as Colour and not Mono.

I have a single camera being displayed in monochrome
Answer Check that the camera type is set as colour in the ‘Camera �dvanced’ menu.

My camera image is either too bright or too dark.
The solution can either be a hardware or software issue.

 Answer �oggle the state of input termination in the ‘Camera �dvanced’ menu.

Answer Check the contrast settings in the individual ‘Camera �dvanced’ menu.

My unit is not recording.
Answer Check in the ‘��ecording �dvanced’ menu that the record configuration is set to record at � or more 

pictures per second.

Answer Check that the ‘Protected %’ is not ���%.

Answer ��eboot the unit using the ‘Maintenance’ menu. �f this fails; restore the unit to Factory �efault settings via 
the Maintenance page. �arning: �ny configuration settings will be lost.

I have a specific camera that will not record
The most likely solution is a configuration error in the system setup.

Answer Check that the camera is selected to be recorded in the ‘��ecording �dvanced’ menu.

I have no serial or co-axial telemetry control
The most likely solution is a configuration error.

Answer Check that correct type of telemetry is selected in the ‘Camera’ menu.

Answer Check that the �ome�P�Z is addressed correctly as per the camera manufacturer’s manual.

I have no serial telemetry
The most likely solution is a communications error

Answer Check that your ��S48� telemetry wiring is connected to pins � & 9 on the serial port selected in the 
‘Serial’ menu. 

Erratic camera movement/camera moves on its own
Over time, the calibration between the joystick and unit could deteriorate

Answer ��e-calibrate the keyboard joystick by pressing and holding the button to the right of the �udio button 
while re-powering the keyboard. Now move the joystick in all directions until the �E�s in the centre of the 
keyboard no longer ��ash.
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Signals from the unit are being interrupted or blocked’

Answer Check ��outers�Firewalls to ensure that port ��2� U�P is not being blocked.

I cannot playback the recorded CD on my DVR 
Recorded CDs and DVDs can only be played back on a Windows based PC.

Answer Use a �indows based PC to play back the recorded disk

I get a message ‘No CD in requested device’ message, yet there is a disk in the drive
Disk may be dirty, scratched or not blank. 

Answer �ry a new disk.

I get a message ‘Nothing to Archive’
No images have been recorded during the times you have selected to be archived to disk.

Answer Check the Configuration settings on the �rchive pages.

My audio works live, but is not being recorded
Live feed means the physical connections are correct, therefore it is probably a configuration error.

Answer Check that audio recording has been enabled in the ‘�udio’ menu page.

Audio can be heard on a PC connected over a LAN, but not over a WAN or the Internet
There is a firewall configuration problem.

Answer Check ��outers�Firewalls to ensure that ports 2��4 & 2��� U�P are not being blocked.

Audio recorded is too quiet
The audio feed signal is too low.

Answer Connect the microphone to a suitable pre-amp; connect the pre-amp to the line-in socket of the unit.

I cannot find my unit on the network, it cannot be connected to or even ‘pinged’
Network connection problems can be difficult to diagnose due to the nature of network connections. There are a 
few common solutions presented below.

Answer Check that the unit has been assigned a valid �P address, subnet mask and gateway, in the ‘Network 
Settings’ page.

Answer Check that you have used the correct type of Ethernet lead. Use a straight through lead when connecting 
the unit  into a Hub or ��outer, and a crossover cable when connecting the unit directly to a PC.

Answer Check that the PC you are using has been assigned an �P address.

I cannot connect to the unit with Internet Explorer, but the unit can be pinged. I can 
even connect with NetVu Observer
Answer �pen �nternet E�plorer, and check the settings by opening ‘�ools->�nternet �ptions->Connections->��N 

Settings’ and ensure that it is not trying to use a pro�y server.

Why does my unit keep timing out.
Answer Check the M�U �alue in the ‘More Network �ptions->Network �ptions’ menu. �ypical values are ��6 for 

�S�N, �4�8 for a ��N and ���� for a ��N.

What is the username and password when trying to enter configuration options?
Answer �he defaults are username = dm, and password = web. �f these do not work, then the passwords have 

been customised for your installation. Check with the �� department, or with your installer. �ost passwords 
cannot be reset, if the passwords are not recoverable, the unit will have to be returned to �edicated 
Micros for resetting.
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Answer Check that ‘Events �ctive’ is set to either �larms, �ctivity or both. �f it is set to none, the unit will just ignore 
all alarm activations.

I was performing a walktest and the unit stopped sending alarms. 
There is a feature that will disable a repeatedly tripping contact. If this has been activated, it can effect walktests. 

Answer Check on the General Contacts. menu to see if Nuisance Count has been set up.
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Appendix A
Alarm & Relay Pin Outs

Using Serial Ports
It is possible to connect a variety of telemetry cameras to the unit, using the following table as a 
guide to the serial port connections.

1 5

6 9

RS��� Connectivity (� wire) (Serial �, �)
Pin  Description
�  ��S48� + (�)
9  RS485 - �B�
   
RS��� Connectivity (Serial 1, �)
Pin  Description  Desc
1  Data Carrier Detect  DCD
2  Receive Data   RX
3  Transmit Data   TX
4  Data Terminal Ready  DTR
5  Ground   GND
6  Data Set Ready  DSR
7  Ready to Send   RTS
8  Clear to Send   CTS
9  Ring Indicate   RI

RS��� Connectivity  (Serial �, �)
Pin  Description  Desc
2  Receive Data   RX
3  Transmit Data   TX
5  Ground   GND
7  Ready to Send   RTS
8  Clear to Send   CTS
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Appendix B
Using the Keyboard/RC Interface Control To Control A Common 
Television Set

To use the Keyboard/RC Interface Control as a common television remote handset, it is necessary 
to input a code specific to the relevant television. Below are detailed the procedures to follow and a 
listing of the codes associated with common television brands.

How to Program The SD IR Remote Control
�. �urn the �� you wish to control �N.�N..
2. Press and hold the �� button on the �eyboard���C �nterface.
3. Press and hold the P�N�C button until the �E� on the �eyboard���C �nterface Control 

turns �N.
4. ��elease both buttons, the �E� will stay �N.
�. Press and release the P���� button. 
6. Enter the required code (see list below and overleaf). Please note that up to �� codes 

can be entered at any one time. For many makes of television it will be necerssary to 
try several codes before the user is able to pinpoint the relevant one for the �� model.

�. Press P����. �he ��� ��emote Control will search the stored codes. Note that if more 
than one code has been entered, it will be necessary to press the ��E� button to cycle 
individually through the stored codes. �o view which code has successfully accessed 
the ��, simply note when the �� turns �FF.

8.  Press S��P. �he �E� turns �FF and the code is stored.

Codes Relevant To Common Televisions.

TV Brand Code(s)
�lba 2��3�2��9�2����2�2��2�22�2�4��2�4��2��2�2�93�22���22�8�2293�23�6�2492�24

9��2498�2�2��2�2��2�4��2�4��2�64�26���26�9�26�4�26�8�2622�263��2633�2636
�mstrad 2��2�2��9�2����2��2�2�24�2�4��2492�2498�2����2����2����2�2��2�4��26���26

�9�26���26�8�262��2633
�aird 2�68�2�8��2��4�2����2��8�26�8
Bang �� Olufsen 2000
Bauer 2617
�eko 2����2�2��2��2�2�8��2�9��2228�2242�2269�2498�2�88�2�89�26�6�263�
Binatone 2003
�laukpunkt 2��8�2��9�2��9�262� �2636
�randt 2�29�2�33�2�34�2����2��6�2�8��2����2��4�22�2�2332�2�3��2�36
Brother 2610
�aewoo 2��3�2��9�2�3��2�39�2�6��2����2����2�28�2�48�2224�2492�2498�2�2��2����2�

6��2�66�2����2�92�26���26�9�2633�2636
Ferguson 2�28�2�29�2�36�2�38�2����2�68�2��6�2�89�2�93�2�43�2��3�2����2��8�2�36�2�

6��26�8�26�9�262��262��262��263�
Goldline 2498
Goldstar 2��3�2��9�2����2�3��2��3�2��9�2����2�93�2�94�2492�2498�2�2��2�42�26���26�

8�26�6�2624�2629�2632�2636�263�
Goodmans 2��2�2��4�2��9�2�2��2�22�2�3��2�4��2��9�2�68�2����2��6�2�93�22�9�23

69�2492�2496�249��2498�2��4�2��6�2�48�2����2��4 26���26�9�26���26�4� 
2633�263��2636

Hitachi 2��3�2��4�2��4�2����2�2��2�26�2�3��2�33�2�34�2�3��2��4�2�8��2�82�2�83�2�
69�2����2�99�22���22�2� 22�3�226��238��238��2396�24�4�2426�242��244��2448
�24���2469�24���24���24�2�249��2498�2499�2����2��4�2��9�2��2�2�22�2�24�2�
49�2����2������9�6�8�62��62��629�636
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���239��249��2��2�2���� 2����2��8�2�2�� 2����2�63� 2��2�2����2�9��26�9�26�
��26�6�2622�2636�2646 

�G 2��3�2��9�2����2�3��2��3 �2����2��9�2����2�84�2�93�2�94�2�9��22���223�
�224��226��2262�2263�22�4�228��23�2�233��23���23�6�23�9�2364�238��2389 
�24���24�2�2492�2498�2�2��2�42�2�8��2�8��2�82�2�94�2�96�2�98�26���26��� 
26�8�26�6�264��264��649

Panasonic 2�42�2�43�2�44�2�63�2��4�2�8��2�86�2����2����2��4�2�23�2�3��2�34�2�
36�2�38�2�68�2�8��2226�22�2�2324�23���236��2388�24�8�24���24�6�242
8�2429�24�3�24�4�24���2498�2����2�2��2�23�2�28�2�62�2��8�2�8��2�99�
26���26�3�262��2636�64��

 648
Philips 2����2��3�2�3��2�32�2�3��2����2��6�2�68�2����2�8��2�93�2��8�2��9�2��

2�2����2��9�2�22�2�26�2�29�2�3��2�32�2�33�2�4��2�46�2�4��2�49�2��� 
2��2�2��4�2����2����2�63�2����2�82�2�83�2�9��2�92�2�9��22�6�22�4�22���22
29�223��2246�2248 2249�2���2�4�2���264�2���2���283�29��29��323 �338�339�343 
�383�384�393�398�436�4�3�4�4�4�6�4���4�8�4�9�48��48��49��498�499���4��6���6
8��3�6�4�623�624 �62��629� 63� �636�63��643�644

Pioneer 2�29�2�3��2�8� �2�93�23�9�2382�238��239��2392�2444�2449�2498�2�84�262��26
�263�

Sanyo 2��3�2��4�2��6�2��4�2��6�2�2��2�23�2�24�2�2��2�3��2�32�2��6�2�88�2�6��22
2��2223�229��2292�24���2442�2443�2492�2494�249��2����2��4�2��3�2�32�26���
262��2629�2633

Sharp 2����2����2�23�2�4��2����2��2�2�2��2�39�2�6��2�62�2�86�2�93�22���22�9�23
3��23�2�23�4�236��236��2366�2368�23�2�23�3�23�6�24�3�24���24���2422�2423
�2424�243��243��2432�2433�2434�24���24�6�24���24�8�24�9�246��246��2462�24
63�2483�49����2���6���3��33 

Sony 2��4�2��9�2�2��2�23�2�24�2�4��2�6��2��6�2��8�2�9��2�9��2�98�2����2�
���2��8�2�2��2�2��2�3� �2�42�2�66�2����2�8��22�4�2234�2236�2326�2344 
�234��2346�2349�2363� 24���24�2�24�4�24���24�� �24�3�24�8�242��2439��2493�
2494�249��2��8 �2�69�2�����8��6�2�6�3�6���639

Technics 2043
�oshiba 2����2�2��2��� �2�69�2�9��2��3�2�3��2��8�2��9�2�6��2��9�2�88�2�94 

�22�8�22���22�3�22�� �22�8�2222�2243�2244�22���22���2284�2288�2294 �23�3 
�23�4�23�3�23�8�23�9�232��232��2322�2328�234��23���23���23���2394�24�9�24
2��243��243��244��246��466�46��48��48��489�49��496�49����3���8 ��26���4��4�
�9���9��6�6�6���632�642

CO
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Appendix C
Unit Specification

LANGUAGES 
�ncluding: English, French, �talian, German & Spanish.

SUPPORTED USB DEVICES
Crucial High Speed US� S��MMC Card ��eader (C���2MMPU2) with San�isk Standard S� Card 2G� (S�S��-2�48)
Crucial High Speed US� Compact Flash Card ��eader (C���2��PU2) with San�isk Standard CompactFlash Card 4G� 
(S�CF�-4�96).
Crucial 4�� Speed US� Flash �rive ��2M� (C���2M�UF�).
San�isk Cruzer Micro US� Flash �rive 4G�.
�uffalo ��UF-C�U2 �28M��2�6M� US� stick.

CAMERAS
8, �2, �6 and 32 camera inputs available. �uto detection on power up.  Non-looping �NC connectors provided for each 
camera input.  �larm on Camera Fail.
�ption to view all or selected cameras without effecting recording.

MONITOR VIEWING
Main monitor:
Full screen, picture in picture, quad viewing and multiscreen.
Mon �: Composite video �NC connector.
Spot monitor:
Full screen, sequence.
Mon �: Composite video �NC connector.

ACTIVITY DETECTION
Each activity detection will switch the selected camera from normal record profile to alarm record profile. �his feature 
can also; log the event, activate a relay, trigger a sounder, switch camera or link to an alarm.
�ndividual configurable alarm responses include; move camera to preset, activate a relay, remote alarm reporting, email 
on alarm, log event, switch camera, activate sounder.

ALARMS & RELAYS
�6 normally open�closed tamper proof alarm inputs via back panel.
�eyswitch alarm.
4 relay outputs.

AUDIO
�he user has the option to record and play back audio through the unit in real time. ��ecorded with images, audio can be 
played back directly from the unit via powered e�ternal speakers.
�udio output for on site P��Challenge.
Connections:
�ine in: �� pk-pk, ��C� phono socket.
�ine out: �� pk-pk, ��C� phono socket.

SEARCH AND PLAYBACK
•  Frame advance�rewind, fast picture search and pause keys.
•  Event list, including event list filter with unique quadrant preview facility.
•  G��� time and date.
•  Playback in quad, multiscreen, picture in picture and full screen.

MultiMode RECORDING
MultiMode recording gives you the ability to set different record rates, resolutions and compression algorithms    
(MPEG-4�JPEG) across scheduled, normal and alarm modes dynamically on individual cameras.  

RECORDING
Playback and record to hard disk simultaneously.
�larmed or manually selected images can be protected from being overwritten.
�imed e�piry option allows images to be held for a selected number of days. 
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Event sequences and user defined recorded sequences can be saved to a C� via the integrated C�-writer or to an 
e�ternal ��ash drive through the US� port.

TEXT SUPPORT
�hrough the inclusion of �e�t Support, the S� can search captured transaction data for specific goods purchased, 
transaction numbers, credit card references, keywords etc. and jump straight to the associated video sequence. 

NETWORKING CAPABILITIES
� standard Ethernet connection allows live and recorded viewing on a networked PC using �M’s Net�u �bser�er 
software. �eb pages are available for configuration using a standard internet browser.

KEYBOARD/RC INTERFACE CONTROL
�ffering full system control.

OPTIONAL KEYBOARDS
Supports �edicated Micros keyboards:
 �M��C�
 �M��C2

TELEMETRY
�uilt-in ��S48���wisted pair protocols provide direct control of the numerous domes including but not limited to the 
following:
•�  Dedicated Micros Serial 
• �� Matri���� �68-Matri�
•�  Baxall C
•  ��� C���S48��Matri�
• �ennard��ennard C
•� Ernitec
• J�C 
• �alatel
• MarkMercer
• Panasonic ��-CS6�����-CS8��
•�  Pelco C
• Philips�Philips 232
•�  Samsung
•�  Sanyo
•�  Sensormatic
•  Ultrak
•� Vantage
• �C���C�-Matri�
•� Vicon
•� Vista

COLOUR RESOLUTION
Sampling rate: �3.� MHz to CC��� 6��.
Number of pi�els: P�� ��4h � 2�6v 288 ��� resolution.
N�SC ��4h � 24�v.
�6.8 million colours 2�6 levels of grey, 8-bit luma.

COMPRESSION
JPEG & MPEG-4 format files. 
JPEG: 4C�F, 2C�F, C�F & �C�F resolution.
MPEG-4: 2C�F, C�F & �C�F.
User definable file size and bit rate.
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Serial Ports: 4 - 2 ���S232 (9 wire) or (3 wire), 2 � ��S232 (3 wire), ��S48�.
Ethernet: �� Ethernet ��J-4� ������ Ethernet connection.
US�: 3 � US� 2.� Connector (� positioned on the front panel).

TEMPERATURE RANGE
5 - 40°C

RELATIVE HUMIDITY
��% - 8�% Non-condensing. 

UNIT DIMENSIONS
43�mm deep, 44�mm wide, 98mm high.
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